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General information

 Autumn semester

 I studied chemical engineering

 World ranking: (QS)

 Chemical engineering: 57 (2024)

 Electrical engineering: 23 (2024)
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Accomodation

 Very-very-very difficult to find

 Be extremely careful because of Scammers!

 Tipps for you:

 Apply for student hostel but look for other options

 Get there earlier and spend time to look for rooms

 Try to manage to check the room

 Airbnb is very expensive but can work out
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City of Stockholm 4

 Currency: SEK=Swedish Krona≈30 HUF

 Paying mostly by card or SEK cash. No EUR is accepted

 Tip: Use revolut. K&H sometimes declined

 Not dangerous but you should google on bad

neighborhoods

 Not a nonstop city. Be careful how late you try to get home

 Swedish language is very similar to German

 Sightseeing: Stockholm city pass recommended

 Prices: Not horrible

 400g of hot dog sausage is 600 HUF

 Chicken and meatballs also relatively cheap



Weather and nature

 Winter can be -17 ℃

 Boots are essential

 Stocking is recommended

 Bring gloves, scarf, winter jacket

 No dangerous wildlife around Stockholm

 Very dark late autumn/winter

 I recommend to bring vitamin D
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Education

 Divided into periods

 Normally 30 credit/semester

 Usually 7,5 credit=1 subject

 At a time you only have to deal with 2 subjects

 Possibility to study swedish language

 Labs: Fail or Pass, multiple chance to revise

 Project in every subject

 Sometimes trips to factories
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Education

 Timetable not repeating every week

 Exam is 4-5 hours long and repeating is tricky

 Collision once a month normal but contact your

coordinator regarding of the specific course

 Exam mustn’t overlap
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Useful practical tips
 Orientation month starts very early. I arrived on 2nd of 

August

 Taxi is expensive but you can use public trasnport

Sky city → Marsta station → T centralen

 Useful apps:
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Useful practical tips

 I could fly back home for christmas on 16th of december

 On public transport Hungarian student card is not valid

 In case of questions you can contact me via email or facebook

 fentmate@gmail.com
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